Creatures: Arkan Sonney

The delightfully lucky pig-like creatures! In life they raced away from humans and if a human
could catch one they would have incredibly good luck & sometimes a gold or silver piece in their
pocket to boot! In spirit the Arkan Sonney heavily influences wishes made by their owner
encouraging them to manifest stronger & faster. They are bright, positive energies that help
bring happiness, peace and joy into the home!

REALM ORIGINATION

Originates: Earthen Realm
REALM OCCUPATION

Occupies: Earthen, Spiritual
see Realms page for more information

STRENGTHS/WHY KEEP THEM?
They bring good luck, happiness, and joy to your home.
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Creatures: Arkan Sonney
Good luck, prosperity, happiness, peace

LISTINGS IN THE ONLINE STORE
See available listings: Arkan Sonney

RANKING

Read about rankings

ASSOCIATIONS
Weekday

Saturday

Planet

Neptune

Month

August

Gemstone

Peridot

Color

Orange

Foliage

Wildflowers

Animal

Pig

Scent

Vanilla

Herb

Chamomile

Associations can be used to create a closer connection with the entity. By
recognizing their associations with the Earth and Universe you can use any
combination of these tools to create treats, rituals, and bonding exercises
between you.
You can purchase candles, incense, cones, oils, sprays, etc scented with
the Scent, Herb, or Foliage they are associated with. You can purchase
statuary, paintings, prints, textiles, etc with the Color, Animal, or Foliage
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Creatures: Arkan Sonney
they are associated with and keep them in your home where the entity will
see them.
To boost their presence and give them a natural feeding of Earthen core
energy you can buy raw, polished or cut specimens of the Gemstone they
are associated with. Place the gemstones where you keep their vessel or
wear the jewelry with the gemstones when you wear the vessel.
To have peak results it is best to meditate, perform rituals, invocations or
spells for the entity on the Weekday they are associated with. The Month
they are associated with is a block of time to celebrate and show your
appreciation for your entity!

METHODS OF CONNECTING
? Time spent closely with the Arkan Sonney the first 30 days of coming to the Keeper's home.
? Treats for Arkan Sonney include red objects, lively music, sound of the flute.

CHARACTERISTICS & MANIFESTATIONS
? Energetic, wish-granting, happy-go-lucky
? Can manifest as orbs, Shades, in true form, mist.

Average size: Small: 1-5ft
read Size page for more information

Lifespan: Average: 101-999 years
They have been assigned an "Average" lifespan for supernatural entities/beings, read Lifespan
page for more information
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